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Animal Care Committee 
 

No report. 

Aquaculture & Fisheries Committee (AFC) 
 

The primary role of this committee is to organize an annual student conference in March, sharing 
the same venue as Biology. New for 2011, the Environment conference was included, making 
three concurrent sessions. The 2011 conference was organized by Dalhousie University and took 
place March 11-13 at the Four Points Sheraton Hotel. Having the conference in a hotel was a 
change from tradition, but worked out very well. The 21st Annual Aquaculture and Fisheries 
Conference attracted 18 student presenters, down from n=21 in both 2009 and 2010. This was 
the third conference including presentations from both aquaculture and fisheries. Addition of 
‘fisheries’ has increased participation from an average of 14 students per conference in 2005-08 
inclusive. For 2011, 8 of the 18 talks were fisheries. The 18 students were a 50:50 split between 
undergraduate and post-graduate. Student presenters came from the following institutions: UNB-
Fredericton, Moncton, Acadia, Mount A., Saint FX, MUN and NSAC. For next year we will do 
our best to encourage renewed student participation from our other members, including UPEI, 
SMU, UNBSJ and CBU. 

The committee thanks our secretary Dr. Tillmann Benfey for once again securing financial 
support sponsors to tune of around $2000. We are very grateful to the support from: Novartis 
Animal Health, Cooke Aquaculture, Corey Feed Mills Ltd., Skretting, Valox Ltd., and the 
Aquaculture Association of Canada. We also thank NSERC and APICS for their financial 
contribution to the conference awards.  

Discussion points at AAFC committee meeting #40 March 11, 2011: 

1. Participation in spring and fall APICS council meetings. The consensus was that the local 
representative for AAFC would attend the meetings. We regret the CBU representative will be 
unable to attend the spring 2011 meeting because of teaching commitments.  

2. Sponsorship from Fisheries groups. The inclusion of ‘fisheries’ in the conference this past 
three years has been a success. However the current industry sponsors are solely from the 
aquaculture sector. To balance the sponsorship and encourage more students to participate, the 
aim for 2012 conference is to have financial support from both aquaculture and fisheries 
organizations/companies.  
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Committee membership:  
Jim Duston, NSAC (Chair) 
Tillmann Benfey, UNBF (Secretary) 
Cyr Couturier, MI/MUN 
John Burka, AVC/UPEI 
Benedikte Vercaemer, DFO-BIO 
Rod Beresford, CBU 
Thierry Chopin, UNBSJ 
Elize Mayrand, UdeM 

Jim Williams, StFX 
Caroline Graham, NBCC 
Trevor Avery, Acadia 
Christophe Herbinger, DAL 
Matt Litvak Mt A 
Tim Frasier SMU 
Matt Rise MUN 

 
 
21st Annual APICS Aquaculture and Fisheries Conference  
Halifax, Nova Scotia, March 11-13, 2011 
 
Best Overall Presentation – APICS Communication Award 

Victoria Neville (Memorial University of Newfoundland):  A population 
assessment of Chionoecetes opilio in Bonne Bay, Newfoundland. 

 
Graduate Student Awards 
1st Place Novartis Animal Health Award 

Julia Sampson (Nova Scotia Agricultural College): The role of neuromasts in 
non-visual feeding of larval striped bass (Morone saxatilis). 

2nd Place Cooke Aquaculture Award 
Jessica Whitehead (University of New Brunswick, Fredericton): Using 
gynogenesis to elucidate the sex determining mechanism of Atlantic cod (Gadus 
morhua). 

3rd Place Aquaculture Association of Canada Award 
Song Lin (University of New Brunswick, Fredericton): Sex control of Atlantic 
cod (Gadus morhua). 

 
Undergraduate Student Awards 
1st Place Corey Nutrition / NSERC Award 
  Victoria Neville (Memorial University of Newfoundland):  A population   
  assessment of Chionoecetes opilio in Bonne Bay, Newfoundland. 
2nd Place Skretting / NSERC Award 
 Andrew Douglas Taylor (Mount Allison University): Movement patterns and 

habitat selection of Atlantic sturgeon, Acipenser oxyrinchus, in the Saint John 
River, New Brunswick, Canada. 

3rd Place Valox / NSERC Award 
Gregory Britten (Dalhousie University): Modeling ecosystem stability and 
ecological interactions from fisheries data in an exploited coastal-pelagic 
ecosystem. 
 

Submitted by: 
Jim Duston 
Chair, APICS Aquaculture & Fisheries Committee 
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Biology Committee 
 
The chief activity by the Biology Committee since the fall of 2010 was the joint APICS Biology, 
Aquaculture and Fisheries, and Environmental Studies Conference organized by Dalhousie 
University in Halifax 11-13 March 2011. 

This 2011 APICS conference was an experiment. This was the first combined meeting for these 
three committees; it had many more delegates (185) than we are accustomed to; and it was held 
at a downtown convention Centre, rather than a campus.  Sixty five undergraduate and twenty 
one graduate students presented orally or via posters. The experiment succeeded beyond our 
hopes.  Student performance was exceptionally high quality and the extended range of topics in 
parallel sessions was appreciated by all. The off-campus venue at the dedicated hotel/convention 
centre optimized efficient logistics, with all activities in adjacent rooms. Out of town delegates 
benefited from convenient accommodations that did not require additional road transport. Meal 
and nutrition break food was exceptional. The organization of this conference was impeccable. 
We are sincerely grateful to the entire organizing committee, especially our Biology 
representative, Dr. Nancy McAllister-Irwin. 

The list of award winners is located at: http://apics.dal.ca/awardwinnersaubc11.html  

The Biology Committee is strongly in favour of future conference collaborations, subject to the 
wishes of the other committees, with a few reservations. Such large conferences may not be 
practical for smaller APICS institutions and towns. Conventions centres are expensive and 
adequate funding must be ensured. Organizing a large conference is a major effort, imposing 
proportionally more time on busy volunteers.  

The Biology Committee is organizing a speaker tour for 2011-2012, based on a proposal led by 
Tim Rawlins and Alyre Chaisson, pending funding approval by Council.  This trial year will see 
three or more speakers lecturing to three or more APICS institutions partially using seed money 
from APICS. The Committee will pursue funding sponsorship to sustain this endeavour in future 
years. 

The Fall 2011 Biology Committee and AUBC 2012 meetings are tentatively scheduled for Mt. 
Allison University on November 4-5, 2011 and March 2-4, 2012 respectively. The conference is 
likely to again be held jointly with Aquaculture and Fisheries and Environmental Studies. 

There are no changes in the Biology Executive this year. There have been several changes in the 
general committee membership. An up to date member ship list can always be found at: 
http://apics.dal.ca/biology/committeemembers.html  

Submitted by: 
Bob Hooper 
Chair, APICS Biology Committee 
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Chemistry Committee 
 
Conference Information: The 36th annual student undergraduate chemistry conference 
(ChemCon 2011) will be held at the University of Prince Edward Island, May 20th -22nd, 2011 
(http://ic.upei.ca/events/conference/detail/home). It is co-sponsored by APICS and the Chemical 
Institute of Canada (CIC). The local student organizing committee has decided to brand the 
conference as an event commemorating the International Year of Chemistry (IYC 2011).  This 
will appear on all conference material including the website and the abstract book. They are also 
hosting a special event on the Friday May 20 evening to commemorate this wonderful occasion. 
The event will be held at "The Wave", which is UPEI's student pub and will be open to all 
delegates and any others who wish to attend.   

Although the major emphasis will be on undergraduate research presentations (oral and posters), 
graduate student presentations are strongly encouraged. Students have been able to arrange three 
top-notch keynote speakers, Dr. Laurel Schafer from the Department of Chemistry, University of 
British Columbia, Dr. Nancy Mathis from Mathis Instruments, and Dr. Russ Kerr, Department of 
Chemistry, and Department of Biomedical Sciences, Atlantic Veterinary College, University of 
Prince Edward Island.  

Speaker Tour, November 2010: The APICS/CIC Tour speaker for the Fall of 2010 were Dr. 
Christa Brosseau of Saint Mary's University and Dr Vicki Meli of Mount Allison University. In 
addition to their presentations (three) reported in Fall 2010 council report, Dr Meli presented 
talks entitled "Insights into the Formation of Nanoparticle Monolayers at Fluid Interfaces" at 
Dalhousie University (November 5) and at the University of PEI (January 5).  

Website update: The APICS Chemistry Committee website is managed by Lois Whitehead and 
Lori Hilchey from APICS Head Office. An up to date membership list for the Chemistry 
Committee can always be found at: http://www.apics.dal.ca/chemistry/committeemembers.html.  
Dr Jason Masuda of Saint Mary's University is the Tour Speaker Coordinator and Dr Ray 
Syvitsky of NRC Institute of Marine Biosciences is the Vice Chair of the Chemistry Committee.  

Submitted by:   
Dr Amitabh Jha 
Chair, APICS Chemistry Committee 
 

Computer Science Committee 
 

No report. 
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Earth Science Committee 
 

The APICS (Earth Science) Committee consists of:  
 

L Dafoe (CBU) 
M Graves (Dalhousie) 
J Hanley (SMU/industry liaison) 
S Johnson (NB DNR) 
S Jollicoeur (Moncton) 
C LaRoque (Mt A) 

B Murphy (St FX) 
C Shaw (UNB) 
R Raeside (Acadia) 
D Utting (NS DNR) 
D Wedlock (CoGS-NSCC) 
G Williams (GSC-Atlantic) 

The position at MUN is currently vacant. 
 
Speakers tour – The APICS (Earth Science) speaker tour is co-sponsored by the Atlantic 
Geoscience Society. The 2010-11 speakers are Peir Pufahl (Precambrian carbonates and the 
evolution of the atmosphere – Acadia University), visiting MUN, Dalhousie and St. FX and 
Yana Fedortchouk (Diamonds – a window into the mantle – Dalhousie) visiting UNB, Acadia 
and St. Mary’s.  Given to audiences ranging from 20 to 55, these have been well received in all 
venues this year.  The speaker tour coordination has passed to Jacob Hanley (St. Mary’s). 
 
AUGC – The next AUGC will be held at Memorial University.  Planning is well underway, with 
6 field trips and plus an oil and gas short course being organized for the first day. Judges have 
been appointed from the various subdisciplines (mining, oil and gas, environmental, geophysics).  
The conference will be held at the Battery Hotel, with the final banquet at St John’s Geocentre.  
Fund raising has reached $20,000 sponsorship + $10000 expected from registrations.   
 
50th Anniversary plans – The Earth Science committee planned to focus its celebration on the 
2012 AUGC, to be held at Dalhousie, October 2012.  The main focus will be inviting past 
AUGC contributors, one from each decade as far back as we can go to address the conference on 
a topic relevant to their career in earth science, or how they have used their earth science degree.  
Names have been identified as far back as the 1960s. 
 
Submitted by: 
Rob Raeside 
Chair, APICS Earth Science Committee 
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Environment Committee 
 
Since November 2010, there are two items on which to report. 
 
1. Spring 2010 Student Conference (March 11-13, 2011, DAL) 
This year we held a joint conference with the APICS Biology and Aquaculture&Fisheries 
committees, co-organized by Daniel Rainham on March 11-13, 2011. It was an excellent meeting 
with over 180 registrants (with 30 registered for the Environment sessions). There were 13 oral 
presentations and 16 poster presentations made by undergraduate and graduate students from 
DAL, StFX, Acadia, SMU, UPEI, UNB-F, UNB-SJ, MUN, and MUN-SWGC. Faculty 
attendance was excellent, with representatives from UPEI, UNB-F, UNB-SJ, MUN, MUN-
SWGC, MUN, Acadia, DAL, StFX, and SMU. The presentations were all of very high quality, 
and four awards were presented.  The award categories and winners (each receiving $200) were:  
 
1) Undergraduate Oral – Emily Stewart (DAL) 

2) Undergraduate Poster – Ellen Boyd (UNB-SJ)  

3) Graduate Oral –Heather Elliot (DAL) 

4) Graduate Poster – Doug Hiltz (UNB-F) 

 
2. APICS Environmental Studies Committee Meeting (March 11, 2011. DAL) 

On the Friday night of the student conference, our committee met formally to discuss several 
issues. Present were: Carolyn Peach Brown (UPEI), Christine Campbell (MUN-SWGC), Jeff 
Houlahan (UNB-SJ), Van Lantz (UNB), Nelson O’Driscoll (Acadia), Daniel Rainham (DAL), 
David Risk (St.FX), Cristian Suteanu (SMU), and Joe Wroblewski (MUN). Regrets: Brad 
Walters (MTA), and Céline Surette (UdeM).  
 
Committee business centered around discussion of: 1) this year’s joint conference initiative; 2) 
judging responsibilities and evaluation forms; and 3) travel funding for students presenting orals 
and posters. For the joint conference discussion, all were pleased with this year’s event and it 
was agreed to seek a continuation of this arrangement with Biology and Aquaculture & Fisheries 
for next year. For judging responsibilities, it was agreed to involve all committee members (with 
at least two judges per presentation). We also discussed the need for standardized evaluation 
forms for judging, and it was agreed to use the forms prepared for the current conference in 
future conferences. For travel funding, it was decided to use some of the leftover funds in Trust 
to help offset student travel expenses for those traveling from MUN. It was decided to fund up to 
$500 per student.  
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Committee Membership: 

Nelson O'Driscoll Acadia University Cristian Suteanu SMU 
Bill Bailey CBU Christine Campbell MEM-SWGC 
Daniel Rainham (Vice-Chair) DAL Dave Risk  St.FX 
Joe Wroblewski MEM Céline Surette UdeM 
Brad Walters Mount Allison Van Lantz (Chair) UNB-F 
Gordon Brewster NSAC Carolyn Peach Brown UPEI 
Tim Webster COGS Jeff Houlahan UNB-SJ 

 
Submitted by: 
Van Lantz 
Chair, APICS Environment Committee 
 
 

Mathematics and Statistics Committee 
 
No report. 
 
 

Physics & Astronomy Committee 
 
CUPC 2010:  The APICS Physics & Astronomy Committee provided $1,000 of funding support 
for the Canadian Undergraduate Physics Conference that was held at Dalhousie University, 
Halifax, NS on Oct. 21-25, 2010.  The Atlantic region was well represented by the participating 
students. 
 
AUPAC 2011:  The APICS Undergraduate Physics and Astronomy Conference was held Feb. 4-
6, 2011 at Saint Francis Xavier University, Antigonish, NS.  There were 24 oral presentations, 
one poster presentation, three invited keynote speakers and a Graduate Fair.  Attendance was 
somewhat lower than previous years due to the local national conference opportunity. 
 
Excellent organization, student enthusiasm and the luxurious setting of the new Schwartz’s 
School of Business all contributed to producing a successful and enjoyable conference.  The 
award winners are available at http://www.apics.dal.ca/awardwinnersaupac10.html. 

 
The next two AUPAC conferences will be hosted by Dalhousie in 2012 and Universite de 
Moncton in 2013.   
 
Michael Steinitz announced that ongoing support of $500 for prizes had been budgeted, 
beginning with the 2012 AUPAC conference, by Canadian Science Publishing and the 
Canadian Journal of Physics. 
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2011 APICS-CAP Lecture Tour:  Igor Mastikhin organized the co-sponsored tour that brought 
three distinguished speakers to the region (details are at http://www.apics.dal.ca/pa/tour.html): 
 

• “Black Holes as Quantum Liquids” by Dr. Pavel Kovton from University of Victoria. 

• “Controlling Quantum States Using Earthquakes” by Dr. James Stotz from Queen’s 
University. 

• “Quantum Electrical Circuits” by Dr. Adrian Lupascu from University of Waterloo. 

 
Committee History 
 
David Tindall (Dal) and Michael Steinitz (St. FX) are revising the history of our committee for 
the upcoming APICS’ 50th anniversary. 
 
Submitted by:  
Bryan Latta 
Chair, Physics & Astronomy Committee 
 
 

Psychology Committee 
 

There has been no activity since the November report to Council. The next conference will take 
place May 12-13, 2011 at Dalhousie University. 
 
Submitted by: 
Rick Mehta 
Chair, APICS Psychology Committee 
 

Membership Development & Communications Committee 
 

No report. 
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50th Anniversary Planning Committee  
 
Committee members 
Angela Birt, Alyre Chiasson (Chair), Katherine Darvesh, Patricia Parsons, Rob Raeside (ex 
officio), Kathy Singfield, Steve Smith, Brook Taylor, Donna Thompson, Anthony Yue, Lois 
Whitehead (ex officio) 
 
Background 
The Anniversary Committee met January 18th, February 14th and March 21, 2011. In addition a 
special subgroup of the committee met on February 24th, 2011. In relation to the April 
celebration event, considerable time was spent evaluating the actual purpose of the celebration, 
the target audience and format.  Much of this centered on the new /revised APICS mission 
statement and logo and how this should be highlighted and presented at the event in particular to 
the media. Discussions were running on a parallel track to other similar discussions within 
APICS. If outside media were to be invited it was felt that a solid vision of the future APICS 
would have to be know and also necessary to any promotional material. No definitive plan for 
media involvement arose from the discussions mainly because APICS had not yet been defined 
its new or revised mission statement and logo.  
 
April Gala Event 
The banquet option was reconsidered and rejected for similar reasons expressed in the past; 
related to costs and resources. The following items were decided upon representing input from 
both the APICS Executive and the Anniversary Committee: 
 
Events 

1) September 2011 kickoff event. The exact nature of this event has yet to be formulated 
but would be marked by the new logo, the new mission statement and a new web site. 
 

2) An evening event on Friday the 27th, 2012. Off campus seems the favoured option. 
Two rooms would be involved, one for a reception (meet and greet) and the second for 
the formal activities. A wine and cheese format is envisioned with music. An original 
request for pricing met with the response that it was too early to book.  However, a 
committee member is currently seeking at least an estimate of the costs. 
 
Richard Isnor has already contacted NSERC to see if the president of NSERC, Susan 
Fortier would be willing to address the Gala. Richard Isnor also indicated that the 
Communications Branch of NSERC could possibly help with the publicity. This would 
open a unique media opportunity to the event. 
 
Information still required: 
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• Final location – not yet decided 
• Cost of rooms and food – in progress (Four Points Sheraton?) 

• Music – in progress 
 
Tasks still outstanding 

• Preparation of Gala handout (the suggestion was made that this could be a university 
class project but it has not been assigned to any individual or group at this time). 

• Potential  media kit (discussions have taken place with MSV for assistance with this 
item but it  has not been assigned to any individual or group at this time). 

• Preparation of the rededication text – this will be undertaken by Rob Raeside 
 

• Presentation of the “Best of the Best”. Committee Chairs have already received the 
nomination form by email. The deadline is October 25, 2011. The selection 
committee comprised of Council members would meet at the November Council 
meeting for the final selection. Selected individuals would give a brief 10 minute talk 
as to how APICS influenced their career. The selection committee is to be struck at 
the spring Council meeting 2011. 

 
3) Rededication ceremony.  This would involve the signing of a document by all Deans 

and government partners in support of APICS mission into the future. There is still some 
debate as to whether this should be held at the fall Council meeting in 2011, instead of 
the Gala event in 2012. 
 

4) Outstanding Member Award. This would be part of the Gala ceremony. The proposed 
nomination form is appended to this report. There would be a 10 minute limit on any 
associated speech by the recipient. The same administrative procedure as the “Best of the 
Best” would apply to the Outstanding Member Award. 
 

5) Top Atlantic Scientists.   Quarks and Quirks and Discovery have both been contacted 
regarding the Gala event. However, nothing beyond offering them the names and 
abstracts of winning students at APICS conferences has been offered.  It has been 
suggested that a search be conducted for outstanding Atlantic Scientists,   preferably with 
APICS in their career path that would possess the dossier and a current research 
discovery that would lead to an interview with both Quirks and Quarks or Discovery. At 
the moment I am discussing with Patricia Parsons of Mount Saint Vincent, the possibility 
of incorporating this into a class project. These selected scientists may be invited to the 
Gala event but would probably not do a presentation. 
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Other items 

• Rob Raeside has already contacted the Chairs requesting a list of individual committee 
activities planned to celebrate the 50th anniversary.  

• So far we have no anniversary logo or letterhead but both will hopefully be available by 
September. 

• The purchase of memorabilia has not been decided upon. 
• The cost of framing of the rededication text as well as the plaque for the Outstanding 

Member Award is currently being sought. 


